
SERVICE OVERVIEW

HPE GreenLake Services bring the benefits of a cloud pay-for-usage model on-premises. Building on HPE’s server, storage, network, 
software, and services, along with those from selected industry leaders, the Service is installed at the customer’s Site or a colocation facility. 

Buffer capacity can be deployed ahead of demand, and the customer pays only when capacity is used, subject to a reserved capacity 
charge. When the buffer capacity is used, its replenishment is based on the customer’s capacity forecast which provides plenty of lead 
time for deployment of incremental capacity to meet new demand. The customer is billed monthly for their usage based on metered data 
so that charges are aligned with consumption of Services. This can help reduce the risk of investing too much or too little up front in IT 
infrastructure, as well as help ease the acquisition process for infrastructure. 

SERVICE STRUCTURE

The Services provide comprehensive reactive and proactive support for covered Systems. Covered Systems are supported by the customer’s 
selected HPE base product support level augmented with an enhanced incident management to provide HPE’s enhanced support 
experience. A service relationship management layer provides a single point of contact, delivery coordination, and collaboration with the 
customer to help achieve desired IT outcomes. Additional proactive services and modular solution blocks are available as options.

HPE GREENLAKE

Data sheet

FIGURE 1. HPE GreenLake—structure

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/greenlake.html
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SERVICE FEATURE SUMMARY
TABLE 1. Feature summary

1. HPE GreenLake Services

1A. Startup Startup of an HPE GreenLake IT environment consists of three phases:

• Transition

• Implementation

• HPE GreenLake Central onboarding

1B. Operation The majority of time during consumption of the Services is spent within the operations phase which includes several 
key activities:

• Capacity planning

• Change management

• HPE GreenLake Central operations

2. Base product support

Each product within an HPE GreenLake IT environment requires a base product support layer of HPE Pointnext Tech Care or HPE Foundation Care.* For the best 
support experience, HPE recommends HPE Pointnext Tech Care. For additional information on available features and service level options, please refer to the data sheet:

• HPE Pointnext Tech Care data sheet

• HPE Foundation Care data sheet

* Note that HPE Foundation Care is only available on select products

3. Core proactive support features

3A. Enhanced incident management (EIM) HPE GreenLake includes an enhanced incident management layer which supplements the base product support 
layer in providing a greater incident management experience

• Environment profiling and awareness

• Multi-channel access to know-me experts

• Direct linkage with assigned HPE account team

• Remote 24/7 rapid response

• Global call management (optional)

• Priority access and routing

• Accelerated escalation management

• Personalized digital experience

• Expanded coverage options

3B. Service relationship management (SRM) There are three service relationship management experience levels including assigned HPE resources that 
understand your business and IT objectives and work to ensure that these needs are met. The features of service 
relationship management are described in the table that follows. Available features and frequencies vary based on 
selected experience level (HPE GreenLake standard, HPE GreenLake basic, HPE GreenLake entry).

• Assigned account team

• Service implementation management

• Account Support Plan (ASP)

• Inventory management

• Service planning and review

• Support activity review or incident report

• Operational and technical advice or operational 
assistance

• HPE Support Center

• HPE education planning and assistance

TABLE 2. Optional feature summary

4. Optional proactive features

HPE GreenLake includes a comprehensive set of optional proactive services to support customer’s IT objectives and augment existing capabilities. These services range 
from environment focused offerings to product and workload specific options. Delivery of these optional features will be coordinated with customer’s assigned resources 
and documented in the ASP.

Environment services

• HPE service credits

• HPE training credits

• HPE Team Day

• Assigned Customer Engineer (ACE) day (available with standard experience level only)

• Project management (available in standard experience level only)

Storage services

• SAN supportability assessment

• Storage/SAN firmware and software analysis and management

• Storage high-availability technical assessment

• Implementing recommendations—storage

Compute services

• Operating system patch analysis and management

• Server firmware and software analysis and management

• System health check

• Implementing recommendations—compute

Network services

• Network firmware and software analysis and management

• Implementing recommendations—networking

Solution services

• Solution lifecycle planning service (available with standard experience level only)

https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00108652enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/4aa4-8876enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
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TABLE 2. Optional feature summary (continued)

5. Optional modular solution blocks

In addition to the core and optional proactive services, HPE GreenLake offers a number of outcome specific modular solution blocks that are designed to help customers 
optimize and modernize their IT environment and achieve their business goals. Currently available modules are listed below. 

HPE Performance Optimization Solution Blocks

• Performance Optimization Service—Storage

• Performance Optimization Service for SAP HANA®

• Performance Optimization—High Performance Computing (HPC)

HPE Solution Lifecycle Management Solution Blocks

• HPE Solution Lifecycle Management Service—Storage

Access to HPE Experts Solution Blocks

• Assigned Technology Specialist (ATS)

• Expert on Demand (EoD)

Software Solution Blocks

• HPE Software Asset Management

• HPE Pointnext Complete Care for Microsoft Azure

Product and Solution Specific Solution Blocks

• HPE Pointnext Complete Care—HPE NonStop and HPE Virtual NonStop

• HPE Pointnext Complete Care—Aruba

• HPE Pointnext Complete Care—Multivendor

• HPE COE Service for SAP HANA

Note: Solution blocks are only available for purchase with HPE GreenLake standard experience level.

HPE GREENLAKE SERVICES FEATURE DETAILS 
TABLE 1A. HPE GreenLake Services details 

Phase Feature Delivery specifications

Startup Transition Upon execution of the Agreement, delivery of Services commences with this activity which assigns the account team 
responsible for delivery of the Service. A kick-off meeting with the assigned Account team is conducted and handover 
from Sales to delivery commences. The Account team co-ordinates pre-delivery activities, including scheduling the 
delivery of infrastructure necessary to deliver the Services.

Implementation HPE will provide the physical implementation of Services at a data center(s) owned or managed by the customer, or 
at an HPE GreenLake contracted colocation facility. Implementation will provide a fully installed & ready to consume 
environment.

HPE GreenLake Central 
Onboarding

HPE GreenLake Central customer implementation and onboarding is completed during the Startup phase. As part of 
this, the metering tools are configured to regularly monitor the consumption of Services and provide this data into the 
HPE GreenLake Central portal. The periodic services measurements are used as the basis for creating the monthly 
charge for the customer’s consumption. If portions of the Service are not metered, a billing process will be documented 
outlining the agreed-upon billing process. An orientation session will be provided on HPE GreenLake Central so the 
customer can use the capacity measurement tools to electronically view their usage and understand the processes to 
contact support.

TABLE 1B. HPE GreenLake Services details

Phase Feature Delivery specifications

Operation Capacity services Capacity services can consist of two major elements:

1.  Capacity utilization report within HPE GreenLake Central examining usage trends and used as input in the capacity 
planning process to forecast service capacity requirements.

2.  Capacity planning—In the HPE GreenLake standard and entry service level (optional for basic services) a capacity 
planning meeting will occur regularly (see Table 3B for details) with the customer and the Account team. During the 
capacity planning process, the customer will provide HPE with a forecast of foreseen consumption. In accordance 
with the agreed Change Management Process, HPE will install additional capacity on the customer’s environment.

An optional refresh can be purchased and is the replacement of the services platforms with a newer product as the 
original product nears the end of its useful life.

Change management For the HPE GreenLake standard service level, HPE will provide agreed additional service buffer capacity to 
accommodate unforeseen demand and will replenish buffer capacity as existing buffer resources are consumed, 
subject to the

Change Management Process. This process will also be used to enable additional Services not part of the initial 
Agreement.

This would be at customer request for the HPE GreenLake basic and HPE GreenLake entry service levels.

HPE GreenLake Central HPE GreenLake Central shows inventory of all the Services in the environment, along with usage of each element of 
the Service, and the agreed duration of each of the Services. Service pricing, operational reports and the start/end 
dates of each Service can be viewed. More information about HPE GreenLake Central can be seen in the explainer 
video on hpe.com/greenlake.

https://client.greenlake.hpe.com/login
https://www.hpe.com/greenlake
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REQUIRED SERVICE FEATURE DETAILS

Enhanced incident management feature details
Enhanced incident management is a set of integrated and accelerated reactive and proactive processes designed to address hardware 
and software incidents. These processes, which can be tailored to customer’s needs, engage appropriate HPE product experts for quicker 
resolution of critical covered support incidents. Enhanced incident management is in addition to the service features of the underlying base 
support. The features of enhanced incident management are described below.

Note: The following Enhanced Incident Management services are not applicable to the requirements associated with specific workloads and 
solutions. 

TABLE 3A. Enhanced incident management (EIM) details

Feature Delivery specifications

Environment profiling A typical customer environment profile would include overall understanding of the products included in the  
HPE GreenLake environment (leverage inventory management); incident tolerance; change management policies; 
key contact details; communication plan for critical events; dispatch scheduling and confirmation process; on-site 
coordination; and workloads or business functions. The environment profile would include planned IT events so  
non-urgent activities are avoided during those critical periods.

Multi-channel access to know-me experts HPE expert agents involved with the customer will leverage the environment profile to understand the customer’s 
environment and base their decisions on this knowledge.

Incident Analysis and Reporting Customers at standard or basic experience level receive personalized incident analysis and/or reporting.

Remote 24/7 response Customers can contact HPE 24 hours a day, 7 days a week regardless of service level. When a customer calls  
with a severity 1 and 2 incident, HPE aims to either connect the customer to a product specialist or call them back  
within 15 minutes. For severity level descriptions, please refer to the General Incident Provisions section of the  
HPE Pointnext Tech Care data sheet.

Priority access and routing When possible, HPE GreenLake customer incidents take priority (for similar service and severity levels) over other 
customer incidents and are handled by HPE’s more experienced resources. HPE GreenLake customers have a 
streamlined way to connect with HPE resources via telephone or chat, for example with a unique phone number or 
express phone tree or chat process.

Direct linkage to HPE assigned account team HPE engineers involved with the customer will leverage the assigned account team and the environment profile to 
understand the customer’s environment resulting in more informed problem resolution.

Note: HPE remote engineers are not assigned to an account.

Accelerated escalation management HPE GreenLake customers receive integrated, accelerated escalation procedures to address complex covered support 
incidents for quicker resolution. For severity 1 and 2 incidents, a critical event manager (CEM) is assigned. If the 
situation requires additional resources or skills, the CEM coordinates incident escalation and rapidly enlists key incident 
solving specialists throughout HPE.

For severity level descriptions, please refer to the General Incident Provisions section of the HPE Pointnext Tech Care 
data sheet.

Personalized digital experience The assigned account team will work with the customer as needed to provide customer specific insight from the digital 
customer experience (e.g., provide insight on an incident dashboard).

Global call management (optional) If selected and part of the Agreement, Global Call Management allows customer to work with a single global team to log 
cases for all hardware and software incidents. Please refer to the HPE Global call management data sheet addendum for 
more information.

Core service relationship management feature details
HPE GreenLake offers three service relationship management experience levels including assigned HPE resources that understand the 
customer’s business and IT objectives and work to ensure that these needs are met. The experience levels are:

• HPE GreenLake Entry—targeted at less complex technologies, lower criticality general purpose infrastructure, up to 2 sites and up to 
2 technologies

• HPE GreenLake Basic—for Service Providers only

• HPE GreenLake Standard targeted at more complex technologies, with higher value and criticality

https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00108652enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00108652enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00108652enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/4aa1-1948enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
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The features of service relationship management are described in the table that follows.

TABLE 3B. Service relationship management (SRM) details

Feature Delivery specifications

Experience Level HPE GreenLake Standard HPE GreenLake Basic HPE GreenLake Entry

Assigned account team The HPE assigned account team are the customer’s advocate and operational and/or technical focal point and coordinate the delivery of all 
features. This includes optional proactive deliverables as well as monitoring of issues, patches and advisories that could impact the customer 
environment. In addition, these resources provide certain service features as more specifically detailed below.

HPE assigns the following account resources to the 
customer’s organization:

• Account Support Manager (ASM)

• Technical Account Manager (TAM)

• Assigned Customer Engineer (ACE)

• Consumption Services Specialist (CSS)

HPE assigns the following account 
resources to the customer’s 
organization:

• Account Support Manager (ASM)

• Service Advisor

• Consumption Services Specialist (CSS)

HPE assigns the following account 
resources to the customer’s 
organization:

• Service Advisor

• Consumption Services  
Specialist (CSS)

ASP The Account Support Plan (ASP) is developed in 
conjunction with customer IT staff. It documents the 
purchased reactive and proactive support, devices, 
geographic coverage, and any other support aspects. 
The ASP also details roles and responsibilities based on 
purchased service features along with contact information 
and escalation procedures, which will be confirmed with 
the customer. The ASP will be updated proactively by the 
Account Support Manager.

Same as for HPE GreenLake standard 
except the ASP may be developed by 
the Service Advisor.

Same as for HPE GreenLake standard 
except the ASP is developed by the 
Service Advisor.

Service implementation 
management

At the beginning of the service support coverage period, a CSS orchestrates HPE GreenLake service onboarding. This may include interfacing 
with the customer and introducing the customer to the Assigned Account Team, or the account team may act as facilitators while the CSS 
coordinates activities in the background.

HPE GreenLake  
Central Experience

Welcome email with all the information necessary to get the most out of HPE GreenLake Central.

HPE GreenLake Central 
onboarding session

Virtual (Face-to-Face on request) instructor led session on 
how to set up, use, and obtain the most value

Personalized session on best way to 
utilize

Digital self-onboarding materials

Capacity Utilization 
Reporting

A utilization and review meeting with insight and 
recommendations.

Utilization reports made available 
quarterly

Utilization reports made available 
semi-annually

Capacity Planning Optional monthly review - Including analysis of growth and future needs, aligned to trending 
information to ensure capacity ahead of demand.

Quarterly review

Server firmware and 
software analysis and 
management

Optional and Configurable—see full description in Table 4 Semi-annual—see full description in 
Table 4

Storage/SAN firmware 
and software analysis and 
management

Optional and Configurable—see full description in Table 4 Semi-annual—see full description in 
Table 4

Inventory management At the beginning of the service support coverage period, 
the assigned account team will develop an inventory 
of all of the products covered under the customer’s  
HPE GreenLake environment and document this in an 
inventory workbook. The assigned account team will help 
manage changes with the customer on an ongoing basis 
to maintain this inventory throughout the life of the service 
support coverage period.

Same as for HPE GreenLake standard, 
provided by assigned account team

Same as for HPE GreenLake standard, 
provided by the Service Advisor
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The features of service relationship management are described in the table that follows.

TABLE 3B. Service relationship management (SRM) details (continued)

Feature Delivery specifications

Experience Level HPE GreenLake Standard HPE GreenLake Basic HPE GreenLake Entry

Service planning  
and review

The assigned account team conduct quarterly (or the 
timeframe agreed in the Agreement) service planning 
and review sessions during which the customer and the 
account resources review the service features provided 
by HPE over the previous period, including key topics 
arising from the support activity report. These reviews also 
provide an opportunity to discuss trends, any current or 
planned changes to the customer’s IT environment and 
business, and the potential impact of these changes on the 
customer’s support requirements.

These review sessions provide an open communication 
forum to help the customer share the business and IT  
goals of their organization. During these review sessions, the 
HPE account resources may share HPE best practices and 
provide advice related to the customer’s current and future 
operational needs and projects. Other HPE resources may 
participate in these meetings, as determined by the ASM.

Same as for HPE GreenLake standard 
except frequency of the review sessions  
are semi-annually.

Same as for HPE GreenLake 
standard except frequency 
of the review sessions are 
semi-annually and will be 
led by the Service Advisor.

Support activity review HPE provides customer with a quarterly (or timeframe 
agreed in the Agreement) support activity review report 
that documents reactive support incident information 
during that specific period. The report may also highlight 
potential risk factors and include HPE suggested 
recommendations.

N/A (see Incident Report below) N/A

Incident report N/A (this information is included in the Support activity 
review report listed above)

HPE provides a semi-annual Incident report 
that documents reactive support incident 
information during the specified period.

N/A

Operational and  
technical advice

Working with the customer, the HPE assigned account 
team outlined above take an active role in providing 
advice and guidance regarding the routine delivery of 
services related to the customer’s covered HPE GreenLake 
environment. This service feature is intended to provide 
brief guidance to customers. Substantial requests for 
assistance, as determined by HPE at its discretion, are 
outside the scope of this service feature, but may be 
funded using HPE Service Credits or HPE Team Days.  
The ASM will advise the customer when a request requires 
credits or team days and the amount required.

N/A (see Operational Assistance below) N/A (see Operational 
Assistance below)

Operational assistance N/A (included as part of Operational and technical 
advice above)

Working with the customer, the HPE assigned 
account team outlined above will provide 
basic operational assistance regarding the 
routine delivery of services related to the 
customer’s covered environment. This service 
feature is intended to provide brief guidance to 
customers. Substantial requests for assistance, as 
determined by HPE at its discretion, are outside 
the scope of this service feature, but may be 
funded using HPE Service Credits. The Service 
Advisor will advise the customer when a request 
requires credits and the amount required.

Same as for  
HPE GreenLake basic

HPE Support Center HPE provides a comprehensive online resource for available knowledge, tools, and services. This one-stop IT site offers self-solve tools, 
personalized assistance, online help and forums, and access to certain comprehensive multivendor and multiplatform IT content.

HPE education planning 
and assistance

Upon customer request, the ASM can conduct a high-level 
review of the customer’s training and development needs. 
The ASM can also provide assistance in contacting  
HPE customer Education. The customer may access 
training curricula and detailed course descriptions on the 
HPE Education Services website at hpe.com/ww/learn.

Same as for HPE GreenLake standard. Same as for HPE GreenLake 
standard except the 
assistance is provided by 
the Service Advisor.

http://hpe.com/ww/learn
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Customers can also speak with their HPE assigned resource about their eligibility for remote delivery.

Optional proactive service feature details
Optional features listed below may be added to HPE GreenLake and will be priced accordingly based upon the services and features 
selected. These services are provided during normal HPE business hours unless after-hours assistance has been purchased.

Note: The following Enhanced Incident Management services are not applicable to the requirements associated with specific workloads and 
solutions. 

TABLE 4. Optional proactive services details

Feature Delivery specifications

Environment services

Customer may choose any of the following proactive services options to meet service-level targets and other business objectives.

HPE Service Credits The goal of HPE Service Credits is to provide the flexibility that customers need by filling resource gaps and providing 
specialized expertise whenever it is required.

Customers have the flexibility to choose from a variety of service activities ranging from virtualization, storage data 
management, infrastructure optimization, power and cooling, assessments, security, performance analysis, and firmware 
management. These service activities cover a broad spectrum of IT technology domains, including servers, blades, OSs, storage, 
SANs, networks, and ISV software. This option provides blocks of 10 HPE Service Credits. Customer has the flexibility to choose 
an activity from the predefined HPE Service Credits menu, or to work with their assigned account team to help determine how 
these services can be tailored to fit customer needs.

Please refer to the HPE Service Credits data sheet for more information and for terms and conditions.

HPE Training Credits Customers may purchase credits for HPE Education Services to allow staff members to expand and strengthen their technical 
and process knowledge. Please refer to the HPE Training Credits data sheet for more information.

HPE Team Day Service HPE Team Day Service provides customers with the flexibility to customize certain tasks beyond those provided by HPE’s 
standard technical services. Highly trained technical service specialists can assist customers with a variety of eligible 
operational, optimization, and assessment activities in eight-hour increments. HPE’s approach is based on thorough analysis, 
planning, and rapid execution to help address technical challenges. Using techniques and processes gained from extensive 
experience in many successful engagements for enterprise clients worldwide, our technical specialists can help customers 
reduce the cost, timeframe, and business risk typically associated with a broad range of technical, change management, and 
project management activities. Additional information can be found on the HPE Team Day data sheet.

Note 1: Additional charge for off-hours option

Note 2: Team days cannot be used for HPE lifecycle services for SAP HANA and HPE Performance optimization services for 
SAP HANA

Assigned Customer  
Engineer Day

This feature is to add additional time for the Assigned Customer Engineer (ACE).

The ACE provides strong knowledge of hardware, network, OS, technical change management processes and implementation. 
Assists with inventory management deliverable for devices to be covered by enhanced incident management, delivers reactive 
and proactive hardware support, coordinates repair & installation and provides technical advice and guidance.

Note: Additional charge for off-hours option

Project management HPE will designate a Project Manager to oversee and be the primary contact for the following types of activities:

• Manage the True-up/Review Process (ASM may complete this activity)

• Manage the HPE Multivendor Service provider

• Assist with contracts, quotes, and renewals

• Participate in the change management process (ASM may complete this activity)

• Any additional activates that PM would do under a Service different than what the ASM delivers

The Project Manager will perform activities during normal HPE business hours of Monday through Friday 8 a.m.–5 p.m. local 
time, excluding HPE holidays. When requested, the Project Manager may also be available at other times as mutually agreed 
upon and scheduled in advance.

https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/4aa6-4611enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/4aa5-3342enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/5982-4197enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
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TABLE 4. Optional proactive services details (continued)

Feature Delivery specifications

Environment services

Customer may choose any of the following compute services options to meet service-level targets and other business objectives:

Operating system patch  
analysis and management

For HP-UX, MPE, Tru64 UNIX®, HPE NonStop Kernel, and OpenVMS, HPE monitors patch notifications for known critical 
defects in the OS or previously released patches, evaluates whether the defect may impact the covered environment, and, if 
warranted, notifies customer to discuss possible actions.

Quarterly (or the timeframe agreed in the Agreement), the customer and the HPE account team discuss the recommended 
patches. The HPE account team makes recommendations to assist with the change management considerations:

For HP-UX and HPE NonStop proprietary OSs, HPE provides a customized bundle and report of the recommended patches  
for customer installation.

For Tru64 UNIX and OpenVMS OSs, HPE provides a customized report of the recommended patches for customer installation. 
For MPE proprietary OSs, HPE will provide the latest Power Patch bundle of the recommended patches for customer installation.

For Microsoft OSs, HPE delivers a written Microsoft service pack briefing, which addresses the features of the latest Microsoft 
OS and server application service packs. HPE also provides monthly (or the timeframe agreed in the Agreement) notification on 
Microsoft security releases and quarterly (or the timeframe agreed in the Agreement) notification on HPE-Microsoft supported 
products, applicable to servers outlined in your ASP.

For Linux® OS, HPE reviews Linux patch notifications from Linux suppliers and provides recommendations of patches that are 
applicable to your environment based on Red Hat® and SUSE Linux versions for customer installation.

For VMware® and Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisors, HPE reviews patch notifications from the suppliers and provides 
recommendations of patches that are applicable to your environment.

Server firmware and software  
analysis and management

Periodically, HPE releases firmware updates for servers. These updates may address potential incidents, provide added 
functionality, or improve performance. In addition to providing proper planning to reduce disruption to customer operations, 
HPE can also provide appropriate updates. Quarterly (or the timeframe agreed in the Agreement), the customer and  
HPE discuss recommended updates.

Installation is also provided for firmware defined by HPE as non-customer installable. HPE installs these firmware updates,  
if requested by customer, either during the HPE standard business hours or during HPE non-standard business hours at no 
additional charge to you. HPE provides telephone assistance for the installation of customer-installable firmware, if requested 
by customer, during the service coverage window.

Note: Server firmware and software analysis and management may not be available for some solutions.

System health check HPE uses diagnostic tools to assess the computing environment for a single eligible operating system on a single physical 
server or partition. HPE performs a series of diagnostic tests to compare customer’s computing environment to accepted 
system management practices and provides a report that details the findings, highlighting the conditions that require 
resolution or investigation and recommending a suitable course of action.

Note: System Health Check may not be available for some versions of operating systems and for some solutions.

Implementing recommendations— 
compute

The HPE account team can work with customer to help design and implement changes and improvements to address any 
improvement areas identified during the ongoing service and review meetings.

Storage services

Customer may choose any of the following storage services options to meet service-level targets and other business objectives:

Storage/SAN firmware and  
software analysis and  
management

On a quarterly basis (or the timeframe agreed in the Agreement), HPE analyzes for potential storage and/or SAN related 
software and firmware updates. The HPE account team provides a recommendation as to applicable software and firmware 
updates as well as upgrade-planning assistance for the recommendations. At customer request, HPE will install during coverage 
hours critical firmware and embedded storage and/or SAN device-resident software updates defined by HPE as  
non-customer installable for covered hardware products. Critical firmware updates are firmware updates recommended by  
the HPE product division for immediate installation. HPE will provide telephone assistance for the installation of  
customer-installable firmware and software, if requested by customer, during the service coverage window.

Note: Storage/SAN firmware and software analysis and management may not be available for some solutions. 

Storage high-availability  
technical assessment

HPE performs a high-availability assessment on one storage array. The assessment includes an analysis of the physical 
environment, the array’s configuration, and its firmware and software versions. The connectivity of the array to the SAN is 
examined for interoperability and availability. HPE interviews customer IT staff to assess usage of ITIL best practices for storage 
management. Upon completion of the assessment, HPE provides customer with a report and a briefing on the findings and 
recommendations. The number and frequency of storage assessments are documented and agreed to in the ASP.

SAN supportability  
assessment

HPE assesses the supportability of customer’s SAN. Issues with the potential to impact stability or supportability are identified 
and change recommendations are made. An initial SAN supportability assessment is included the first time SAN support is 
selected. The assessment is updated in each subsequent year for which SAN support is continued.

Implementing  
recommendations—storage

The HPE account team can work with customer to help design and implement changes and improvements to address any 
improvement areas identified during the ongoing service and review meetings.
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TABLE 4. Optional proactive services details (continued)

Feature Delivery specifications

Network services

Customer may choose any of the following network services options to meet service-level targets and other business objectives:

Network firmware and software 
analysis and management

New releases of covered network firmware and software updates that may address potential incidents, provide added 
functionality, or help improve performance will be reviewed with customer during the support planning and review meetings.

Implementing  
recommendations—network

The HPE account team can work with customer to help design and implement changes and improvements to address any 
improvement areas identified during the ongoing service and review meetings.

Solution Services
Customer may choose any of the following solution services options to meet service-level targets and other business objectives:

Solution lifecycle planning service The HPE Solution Lifecycle Planning Service provides technical and operational guidance on version planning for eligible  
HPE solutions. The lifecycle plan incorporates customer business and operational considerations. The solution lifecycle 
planning service is solution dependent, and the scope of this service may include OS versions and driver and firmware releases.

Note: This service is available for a specific set of HPE solutions.

Optional modular solution block feature details
Optional features may be added to HPE GreenLake, and will be priced accordingly based upon the services and features selected. A full 
description of these features is available in the HPE Pointnext Complete Care data sheet.

GENERAL PROVISIONS AND EXCLUSIONS

Services provided within the scope of one support contract are restricted to the IT environment under the direct day-to-day management 
of one IT organization, in one country. Delivery of specific features on technologies in customer environment (servers, storage, SAN, and 
networks) is dependent on prior purchase of the appropriate technology service module(s).

Hardware support on-site response time, call-to-repair time commitments and some HPE GreenLake Enhanced Incident Management 
features may differ depending on incident severity. The customer determines the incident severity level.

For severity level descriptions, please refer to the General Incident Provisions section of the HPE Pointnext Tech Care data sheet.

For an HPE GreenLake Agreement that ceases to meet the eligibility conditions in section “Core service relationship management feature 
details” (for example growth within the workload exceeds capacity limitations, or non-eligible workloads are added to the Agreement) HPE 
may, at its sole discretion, transition to HPE GreenLake standard delivery. An HPE representative will work with the customer to document 
the changes using the Change Management Process and transition to the new HPE assigned account team.

Scope of products covered
This Service is available for selected servers, software, storage devices, storage arrays, network devices, and storage area networks.  
The features of this Service may differ, or be limited, based on specific devices or software. 

The HPE account team provides the required proactive deliverables during HPE standard business hours on standard business days,  
either remotely or on-site, at the discretion of HPE.

Delivery of proactive support outside HPE standard business hours on standard business days can be purchased separately and is  
subject to local availability.

HPE may provide advice on customer security practices; however, customer is fully responsible for the security of their IT environment.

HPE is not liable for the performance or non-performance of third-party vendors, their products, or their support services. The following  
list includes, but is not limited to, specific activities that are excluded from HPE GreenLake.

• Troubleshooting for interconnectivity or compatibility incidents

• Services required due to your failure to incorporate any system fix, repair, patch, or modification provided to you by HPE

• Services required due to your failure to take avoidance action previously advised by HPE

• Services that, in the opinion of HPE, are required due to unauthorized attempts by non-HPE personnel to install, repair, maintain,  
or modify hardware, firmware, or software

https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00117208enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00108652enw?from=app&section=search&isFutureVersion=true
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• Operational testing of applications, or additional tests requested or required by customer

• Backup and recovery of the operating system, other software, and data

• Services that, in HPE’s opinion, are required due to improper treatment or use of the products or equipment

GENERAL TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Metering Tools
• HPE will provide metering tools to measure the Systems’ usage for the purpose of monthly billing.

• HPE’s metering tools collect the data needed to determine usage (e.g., server on/off or virtual machine memory consumption, physical core 
utilization percent, or written GB.)

• All metering happens inside customer’s data center firewall, and an encrypted communication (email or API) with usage data sent daily to HPE. 

• Metering of the Systems will begin on the date of completion of HPE’s installation of the metering tools. 

• HPE will be responsible for ongoing administration, upgrades, and maintenance of the metering tools. This will include identification and 
installation of metering tool patches.

Audit of Metering Tools
• Each calendar quarter, with 3 business days advance notice, HPE may inspect, audit, and test the metering scripts, all usage data, and 

Systems for the purpose of validating proper usage data.

• Inspections may be immediate in the event of an apparent metering script failure, any discrepancy in usage data, or any suspected manipulation.

Capacity Definitions
HPE will measure the Systems’ usage by the defined System’s Unit to calculate the monthly consumption-based charges. 

1. Virtual Machines (for example, HPE Synergy, HPE ProLiant, or general servers) 
Virtual Machine usage is measured in Compute Units. A Compute Unit is considered Used Capacity if it is allocated one or more times per 
day, as collected by the metering tools. “Daily Used Capacity” is the total number of Compute Units allocated in a day.

2. Physical servers, blade servers, and other physical computing devices
Physical computing devices usage is measured in powered-on units. A server is considered Used Capacity if individual physical server 
device is powered on one or more times per day, as collected by the metering tools. “Daily Used Capacity” is the total number of physical 
devices allocated in a day.

3. Raw Capacity—Amount of data written including RAID or Erasure Coding overheads applicable to:

a. HPE XP Disk Arrays—UoM = Written Raw GB

b. HPE 3PAR Storage Arrays—UoM = Written Raw GiB

c. HPE Primera Storage Arrays—UoM = Written Raw GiB 

The storage device usage is measured in either gigabytes (GB) or gibibytes (GiB)* of storage written to at a raw level (including RAID or 
Erasure Coding overheads).

Storage is considered Used Capacity when data is sent from a server and written to the disk drives in the array as determined from the 
data collected by the metering tools. Data is collected daily, and “Used Capacity” is the average storage space in use over the month.

4. Usable Capacity—Amount of data written excluding RAID or erasure coding overheads. Applicable to:

a. HPE Primera Storage Arrays—UoM = HPE Primera Usable GiB 

b. HPE Nimble Storage Arrays—UoM = Written Usable GiB

c. HPE StoreOnce—UoM = Written Usable GB

d. Virtual Storage Appliance (VSA)—UoM = Written Usable GB

* If required, HPE GreenLake Central can translate the measured data to Gigabytes (GB), Gibibytes (GiB), Terabytes (TB) or Tebibytes (TiB) respectively.
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The storage device usage is measured in either gigabytes (GB) or gibibytes (GiB)* of storage written to at a usable capacity level  
(i.e., excluding RAID or Erasure Coding overheads).

Storage is considered Used Capacity when data is sent from a server and written to the disk drives in the array as determined from the 
data collected by the metering tools. Data is collected daily, and “Used Capacity” is the average storage space in use over the month.

5. Allocated Capacity—Capacity presented to host from the array. Applicable to:

a. MSA Storage Arrays—UoM = Allocated GB

b. HPE Synergy Storage Modules—UoM = Allocated GB

The storage device usage is measured in gigabytes (GB)* of storage capacity presented to the host system.

Storage is considered Used Capacity if it is allocated to a server as determined from the data collected by the metering tools. Data is 
collected daily, and “Used Capacity” is the average storage space in use over the month.

For MSA storage arrays only, if the customer elects to use Thick Volumes the reported capacity will be 100% of the allocated capacity. 
If the customer elects to use Thin volumes the capacity will reflect the Thin volume capacity occupied by customer data.

6. Physical cores

Physical cores usage is measured in utilization percentage. A physical core is considered Used Capacity if its daily average utilization is greater 
than 3%, as collected by the metering tools. “Daily Used Capacity” is the total number of physical cores with usage greater than 3% in a day.

a. Unless agreed, the monthly average of the applicable Daily Used Capacity will be rounded to the nearest whole number (for example, 
10.01 up to and including 10.49 will be rounded down to 10, and 10.50 up to and including 10.99 will be rounded up to 11).

b. For an HPE provided software product that is directly licensed to individual hardware devices or other variable/quantifiable condition, 
HPE will update HPE GreenLake Central monthly, with the number of HPE licenses used (for example, License per CPU). The same 
rounding factor described above for the hardware layer will also be applied to the number of licenses used. 

c. For an HPE provided software product that is licensed at an environment wide level (for example, not dependent on the amount of 
hardware deployed or other variable/quantifiable condition), the charge would be fixed per month irrespective of usage.

Site Survey 
• Upon completion of the installation services, HPE may perform a survey to obtain a detailed inventory of customer’s hardware and 

software provided as part of the Service and to record hardware and operating system configuration information. This information will 
assist with HPE’s troubleshooting processes, support daily operations, and assist with planning efforts.

• This survey may be completed remotely or on-site, at HPE’s discretion.

• Thereafter, the Site Survey may be repeated at the frequency agreed by the parties.

HPE GreenLake Central
• HPE will provide online access to the HPE GreenLake Central using HPE-provided authorized user credentials. Customer will have access 

to daily and monthly capacity usage reports and can run standard and customer generated ad hoc reporting.

• Customer and HPE will mutually agree on the list of customer employees who will have access to the usage data.

• Customers per Unit metered usage is sent daily to HPE GreenLake Central and usage is summarized monthly.

• HPE only uses the metering data for capacity planning meetings and for invoicing.

Usage Metering happens inside 
Customer’s data center firewall

Customer has access through the HPE GreenLake Central 
to daily and monthly capacity usage reports and can run 
standard and customer-generated ad hoc reporting

Encrypted usage 
data is sent daily 
to HPE

FIGURE 2. Usage and Metering

* If required, HPE GreenLake Central can translate the measured data to Gigabytes (GB), Gibibytes (GiB), Terabytes (TB) or Tebibytes (TiB) respectively.
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CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITIES

The customer will identify a focal point and an internal customer team to work collaboratively with the HPE account team in the 
development, implementation, and ongoing review of the ASP.

Customer is responsible for the security of their proprietary and confidential information, as well as properly sanitizing or removing data from 
products that may be replaced and returned to HPE as part of the repair process to ensure the safeguarding of customer data. For more 
information on customer responsibilities, including those outlined in HPE Media Sanitization Policy and Media Handling Policy for Healthcare 
customers, go to hpe.com/mediahandling.

For customer responsibilities related to the reactive portion of the HPE GreenLake service please refer to the appropriate data sheet.

Any HPE recommendations, best practices, or technical guidance provided is based upon information provided by the customer with the 
intention to assist customer and is provided at HPE’s discretion. Any implementation of HPE recommendations or HPE best practices can be 
facilitated through the purchase of associated proactive options, HPE Team Days or HPE Service Credits. HPE recommendations, HPE best 
practices and technical guidance is general in nature and should be tested by the customer for applicability to their environment or through 
additional services available through HPE. 

Customer will allow for network data communication to HPE of the data collected by the diagnostic and metering tools. This transmission will 
be daily via: 

SMTP: 7-Zip encrypted file attachments of usage data. Customer must notify HPE if a change is made to the email relay, network, or proxy 
to eliminate any interruption of usage data collection.

Note: In the case of as-a-service (aaS) offerings which requires a VPN connection to the customers’ network, an encrypted API connection 
maybe used to transfer usage data.

Customers must maintain a separate backup system.

Customers will notify HPE if they use products in an environment that poses a potential health or safety hazard to HPE employees or 
subcontractors. HPE may require customers to maintain such products under HPE supervision and may postpone service until they remedy 
such hazards.

SERVICE UPDATE NOTIFICATIONS

HPE may update or alter service features and functionality of this service. Customers will receive notifications about updates and changes 
through customer’s assigned account team.

LEARN MORE AT
hpe.com/greenlake
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